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Abstract— In this paper, the research progress of dynamics
of planetary gear transmission system is discussed. The dynamic
model of planetary gear transmission system and the dynamic
characteristics of planetary gear are elaborated emphatically.
Three dynamic models of pure torsion, translation-torsion
coupling and translation-torsion-axial coupling of planetary
gear transmission system are introduced. The research progress
of dynamic characteristics of planetary gear transmission
system is described from three aspects: inherent characteristics,
load sharing characteristics and dynamic response
characteristics, and the future research is prospected.

caused by them are also very complex and rich. Thus, it can be
seen that the dynamic modeling and dynamic characteristic
analysis of planetary gear transmission system, the solution of
dynamic response characteristics under different excitation
factors, and the study of the influence of various parameters of
the system on the dynamic characteristics are the focus of
planetary gear transmission system dynamics research, which
can provide theoretical basis and guidelines for optimization
design, and have important theoretical and practical
significance.

Index Terms— Gear, Dynamics characteristics, Dynamics
mode, Nonlinear dynamics.

II. RESEARCH STATUS OF DYNAMIC MODEL OF PLANETARY

I. INTRODUCTION
Gear transmission system is widely used in automobile,
metallurgy, aviation, machinery, electronics, textile, mining
and other fields [1 Liu Zhongming, Wang Changlu, Zhang
Yuanguo, Zhang Liyong, Chen Guomin.]. With the
continuous development of industrial technology, the
requirements for the performance of gear transmission are
becoming higher and higher. Compared with ordinary gear
transmission, planetary gear transmission has many unique
advantages. Its most obvious feature is that power can be
diverted when transmitting power; at the same time, its input
axis and output axis are coaxial, in other word, the axis of the
output axis and the axis of the input axis are on the same axis.
Therefore, planetary gears have been used to replace ordinary
gears as transmission components, which are used in a variety
of speed reducers, accelerators and other transmission
devices. The planetary gear transmission system has the
advantages of small size, small mass, strong bearing capacity,
compact structure, large transmission ratio and smooth
operation[2Wu Shijing, Ren Hui, Zhu Enyong]. As for the
working state and structure of planetary gear transmission
system are more complex than that of ordinary gear
transmission system, the problems of noise and vibration are
also relatively prominent [3Yang Fuchun, Zhu Xiaojun,
Zheng Jinyang]. The efficiency of transmission, operation
accuracy and service life of the equipment will also be
affected to some extent.
For planetary gear transmission system, it is a
multi-parameter excitation system. Its dynamic excitation
includes stiffness excitation, error excitation and the
excitation caused by gear meshing process. These excitation
factors interact with each other, and the dynamic phenomena
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GEAR TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The research on the dynamics of planetary gear
transmission system began in the 1970s. It is necessary to
establish the planetary gear transmission model for studying
the dynamic characteristics of planetary gear transmission
system. At present, the main modeling methods for planetary
gear include lumped parameter method and finite element
method. The commonly used models in the dynamics research
of planetary gear transmission system include pure torsion
dynamics model, translation-torsion coupling dynamics
model, and translation-torsion-axial coupling dynamics
model [4Wang Jianjun,Li Runfang].
A. Pure torsion dynamics model
In 1994, Kahraman [5] respectively calculated the natural
frequencies of the pure torsion model and the
translation-torsion coupling model, and the difference
between the two models was not significant. Therefore, when
studying the dynamic response and stability of complex
systems, some scholars choose to use pure torsion model to
model planetary gear transmission system in order to simplify
the model and reduce the amount of calculation. Parker et al.
[6],[7],[8] studied the stability of single-stage planetary gear
system with pure torsion model, analyzed the nonlinear effect,
and solved the response of planetary gear system with euler
method. In 2003, Sun and Hu [9] used pure torsion model to
study the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of multi-clearance
planetary gear transmission system. In 2005, Wang et al. [10]
used pure torsion model to study the inherent characteristics
and modal jump phenomena of planetary gear transmission
system. In 2003, Sun et al. [11] established a clearance pure
torsion non-linear dynamic model for 2K-H planetary gear
mechanism considering the influence of backlash and
time-varying meshing stiffness. The influence of
comprehensive error excitation of gear pair on the non-linear
dynamic characteristics of the system under external torque
was studied by numerical integration method. In 2006, Song
and Xu [12] established a modified torsion model of 2K-H
planetary gear and studied its inherent characteristics. In
2007, Al-shyyab et al. [13] used harmonic balance method to
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solve the dynamic response of the system on the basis of pure
torsion model. In 2014, Li and Zhu [14] used Poincaré
mapping method to analyze the non-linear dynamic
characteristics of planetary gear transmission system
considering the influence of time-varying meshing stiffness,
comprehensive transmission error and backlash.
B. Translation-torsion coupling dynamics model
In the planetary gear system, there are translational
vibration among the components except torsional vibration.
In 1994, Kahraman [15] considered the influence of
time-varying meshing stiffness, comprehensive transmission
error and backlash, established the translation-torsion
coupling non-linear dynamic model of Spur Planetary gear
transmission system, and analyzed the load-sharing
characteristics of planetary gear. In 2003, Sun and Hu [16]
considered the torsional displacement of planetary gear, gear
ring and planetary frame, the torsional and transverse
displacement of central solar wheel, and used the model to
study the influence of time-varying meshing stiffness, error
and backlash on the system's non-linear dynamic behavior. In
2010, Zhu et al.[17] established a translation-torsion coupled
vibration model including friction force for 2K-H planetary
gear system, and clearly pointed out that the vibration of the
system would be aggravated due to the existence of friction
force.
C. Translation-torsion-axial coupling dynamics model
In the actual process of planetary gear transmission,
besides the translation and torsion vibration mentioned above,
there will also be vibration in its axial direction. For the
dynamic model of translation-torsion-axis coupling, there are
more complex coupling vibration due to the large number of
degrees of freedom. This model reflects the dynamic
characteristics of helical planetary gear transmission system
more comprehensively. However, due to the complexity of
the model, it is difficult to solve and analyze the dynamic
equation. In 1994, Kahraman [18] also considered the
influence of the comprehensive transmission error on the
system, simplified the time-varying meshing stiffness as fixed
stiffness, ignored the rotation of the planetary frame,
established the translation-torsion coupling dynamic model of
the helical planetary gear, and discussed the phase tuning
phenomenon. Eritenel and Parker [19] considered the
flexibility of the input shaft and studied the free vibration
characteristics of the system structure based on the model.
Yang [20] used the model to derive the vibration equation of
the system and analyze the free vibration characteristics of the
system. Zhang and Liu [21] developed multi-body dynamics
modeling and Simulation for helical planetary gear
transmission. By comparing the simulation results with the
previous conclusions, the correctness of the model is verified.
III. RESEARCH STATUS OF DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
PLANETARY GEAR TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

This paper describes the research status of dynamic
characteristics of planetary gear transmission system from
three aspects: inherent characteristics, load sharing
characteristics and dynamic response characteristics.
A. Inherent characteristics
Inherent characteristics generally include natural
frequencies and modes, which are the basic problems in the

study of planetary gear dynamics. In 1974, Cunliffe, Smith
and Welbourn [22] studied the characteristics of inherent
frequencies and vibration modes of a 13-DOF planetary gear
transmission system. In 1976, Botman [23] considered the
influence of the speed of the planetary frame and the rigidity
of the planetary wheel support on the inherent characteristics
of the planetary gear mechanism, and studied the
characteristics of the free vibration of the planetary gear
mechanism by numerical method. In 1983, Prater et al. [24]
further studied the inherent characteristics of the system when
the support stiffness of planetary wheels is not equal, based on
the research of Botman. In 1994, Kahraman [5] studied the
inherent characteristics of the system by using pure torsion
dynamics model of planetary gears. In 1999, Lin and Parker
[25] studied the inherent characteristics of free vibration of
planetary gear train with uniform planetary wheels. The
results show that the vibration modes of the system can be
divided into displacement mode, torsion mode and planetary
wheel mode. In 2000, Lin and Parker [26] established the
structural model of planetary gear transmission system with
uneven distribution of planetary gears. On this basis, the free
vibration characteristics of planetary gear transmission
system with rotational symmetry structure were analyzed. It
was found that the free vibration of planetary gear system
could also be divided into the three vibration modes
mentioned above. In 2005, Wang et al. [10] summarized the
planetary wheel modal and torsion modal by using pure
torsion dynamic model. The vibration characteristics of star
gear in two modes are studied. By solving the sub-eigenvalue
problem, the analytical expression of the natural frequency is
obtained, and the sensitivity of the natural frequency to the
parameters of the system is deduced. Parker et al. [27], [28]
analyzed the inherent characteristics of planetary gear
transmission based on the finite element model. In 2012,
Yang [29] analyzed the frequency characteristics of the
system considering the time-varying stiffness of the system.
Considering the stiffness excitation, the vibration response of
the system was analyzed, and the frequency domain
characteristics of the system were obtained. In 2013, Qian et
al. [30] analyzed the inherent characteristics of a planetary
gear mechanism for mining machinery. In 2014, Zhang et al.
[31] regarded the inner gear ring as an elastic continuum, and
established a rigid-flexible coupling dynamic model of
planetary transmission system with the flexible inner gear
ring. Through theoretical analysis, four types of vibration
modes of the system were revealed: torsional vibration mode
of the central component, horizontal vibration mode of the
central component, vibration mode of the planetary gear and
vibration mode of the inner gear ring. The research shows that
the flexibility of the gear ring reduces the natural frequencies
of the lower modes of the system. In 2015, Liu and Zhang [32]
established the translation-torsion coupling dynamic model of
herringbone planetary transmission system and analyzed the
inherent characteristics of the system, focusing on the modal
transition phenomenon. In 2016, Xu et al. [33] studied the
inherent characteristics of the planetary transmission system
of wind turbines by translational-torsional dynamic model,
focusing on the effects of support stiffness, internal and
external meshing stiffness and torsional stiffness on the
inherent characteristics of the system. The results show that
the support stiffness of the sun gear, planetary gear and gear
ring has a great influence on the lower natural frequencies of
the system, while the support stiffness of the inner gear ring
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and the meshing stiffness of the inner gear ring have a great
influence on the higher natural frequencies of the system. In
2018, Xia and Qin [34] verified the accuracy of the pure
torsion model by studying the relationship between the
resonance speed and the natural frequency of the system. In
the same year, Wang et al. [35] solved the bending-torsion
coupling dynamic model of planetary transmission by
Newmark integral method, obtained the dynamic response of
meshing force, and studied the influence of load change on the
dynamic response.
B. Load sharing characteristics
The load sharing characteristic of planetary gears refers to
the load distribution among planetary gears. It is very
important to study the load sharing characteristics of
planetary gears for their strength and reliability design. The
study of load sharing characteristics of planetary gears began
in the 1940s and 1950s. In 1986, Hidaka et al. [36] studied the
relationship between eccentric error direction of planetary
gear and load distribution through experiments. Since 1990s,
NASA [37], [38],[39] began to study the load sharing
characteristics of planetary gear transmission. In 1994,
Kahraman [5] calculated the load sharing coefficient, and
quantitatively analyzed the influence of system parameters,
manufacturing and assembly errors on the load sharing
coefficient. In 2000, Yuan et al. [40] found that reducing the
supporting stiffness of the solar wheel appropriately is
beneficial to reducing the meshing dynamic load and
improving the dynamic balance of power diversion. In 2009,
Lu et al. [41] studied the influence of various errors on the
load-sharing characteristics of the system independently. The
results show that the assembly errors and installation errors
play a common role in the load-sharing characteristics of the
system. During the period from 2009 to 2011, Kahraman et
al. [42], Montestruc [43], Singh [44], [45] and others
established different mathematical models of planetary gear
transmission
system,
analyzed
their
load-sharing
characteristics, and verified the accuracy of these models
through finite element simulation calculation [42], [44], [45]
and experiment [42]. Through these models, the load sharing
of planetary gears can be predicted when they are designed.
Based on the lumped parameter model, Gu and Velex
analyzed the influence of position error [46] and eccentricity
[47] on the uniform load characteristics of planetary gear
system under dynamic load from 2012 to 2013. According to
Gu and Velex's research results, it can be concluded that the
conclusions of the load sharing characteristics of planetary
gears under dynamic and quasi-static conditions are different
for the position and eccentricity errors of pins. In 2014,Wang
et al. [48] studied the multi-stage planetary gear system
applied to wind power , and studied the influence of rotational
speed and meshing error on the dynamic load of the system by
numerical method. In 2015, Qiu et al. [49] studied the load
sharing characteristics of planetary gear transmission based
on lumped parameter model. In the same year, Hammami et
al. [50] and others studied the influence of the meshing phase,
position error of planetary gear and the mass factor of
planetary frame on the load distribution characteristics of
planetary transmission system. In 2016, Zhu et al. [51]
established the dynamic differential equation of NGW type
planetary transmission system considering the factors of
micro-displacement, time-varying meshing stiffness and
rotating damping of planetary frame, and focused on the

analysis of the influence of the main support stiffness on the
load-sharing characteristics of planetary transmission system.
The results show that the load sharing performance will
change rapidly in the sensitive region of the support stiffness,
and the increase of the stiffness will deteriorate the load
sharing performance of the system. In the same year, Li et al.
[52] established the translation-torsion coupling dynamic
model of two-stage planetary transmission system, and
studied the influence of floating form of central component,
planetary wheel error and coupling stiffness between stages
on the load-sharing performance of the system. In 2017,
Mutellip et al. [53] used contact-impact dynamics theory and
rigid-flexible coupling modeling analysis method to calculate
and analyze the distribution of meshing stress of planetary
gear train, and then obtained the dynamic load-sharing
coefficient under different torques. The dynamic load sharing
coefficients of planetary gear trains and planetary wheels at
different rotational speeds and torques are studied. The results
show that the dynamic load sharing coefficient of planetary
gear train decreases with the increase of rotational speed. In
2018, Zhang et al. [54] considered the time-varying meshing
stiffness, eccentric error excitation of each component,
floating of the central component and other factors, and
solved the system load balance equation by Fourier series
method, and qualitatively analyzed the influence of eccentric
error of each component, floating mode of the central
component, floating amount and torsional stiffness of flexible
inner gear ring on the static load-sharing behavior of the
system.
C. Dynamic response characteristics
The response of planetary gear transmission system under
dynamic excitation is an important research content in the
dynamics of planetary gear transmission system. The purpose
of studying the dynamic response characteristics of the system
is to reduce the dynamic excitation through system design
modification, so as to reduce the vibration and noise of each
part of the system. The dynamic characteristics of planetary
gear transmission system are mainly affected by various
non-linear factors. The following describes the research on
the dynamic response characteristics of planetary gears from
different non-linear factors.
Clearance is a strong non-linear factor, which has a great
influence on the dynamic response characteristics of planetary
gear transmission. In 1990, Blanche et al. [55] modeled the
dynamic simulation of planetary transmission system on the
basis of considering transmission error factors. The
transmission response performance of the planetary
transmission system was obtained by numerical analysis of
tooth clearance and torque waveform by computer program.
In 2001, Alshyyab and Kahraman [56] proposed models
including time-varying meshing stiffness, clearance
nonlinearity and transmission error, and analyzed the
vibration stability, bifurcation and chaos of planetary gear
train. In 2002, Sun and Hu [57] established the
bending-torsion coupling vibration model of planetary gear
transmission, and studied the influence of gear backlash on
the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the system with
gear meshing error and time-varying meshing stiffness. The
results show that compared with linear systems, the dynamic
characteristics of the system with clearance are obviously
non-linear, and there are amplitude jumps and multi-value
solutions, and the vibration of non-clearance components
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other than gear pairs can also present non-linear dynamic
behavior. Sun et al. [16] established the bending-torsion
coupling model of planetary gear with multi-clearance,
time-varying meshing stiffness, transmission error and other
factors in 2003, and analyzed the non-linear dynamic
characteristics of planetary gear system by harmonic balance
method. Ambarisha et al. [28] used lumped parameter model
and finite element model to obtain complex non-linear
dynamic response of Spur Planetary Gears in 2007. The
jumping phenomenon, chaotic response and period doubling
bifurcation were mainly analyzed. In the same year, Zhu et al.
[58] took two-stage star gearbox as the research object. The
meshing stiffness, backlash and transmission error were taken
into account in the model. The non-linear dynamic equation
under system excitation was established, and the way to
chaotic road was analyzed. In 2011, Bahk et al. [8]
established the pure torsion model of planetary gear
transmission, and studied the non-linear dynamic response
caused by gear-tooth separation by numerical method and
analytical method. In 2012, Qin [59], [60], [61]considering
the strong non-linear factor of backlash, obtained the dynamic
response of wind turbine gearbox by numerical method. In the
same year, Guo and Parker [62] established the lumped
parameter model and finite element model of Planetary Gear
Considering Bearing clearance, gear separation and
time-varying meshing stiffness, and solved the dynamic
response of the system by harmonic balance method
combined with arc length continuation. In 2013, Lin et al. [63]
established a non-linear model for cylindrical gear-spiral
bevel gear-planetary gear transmission system, and further
analyzed the influence of backlash and load torque on load
bifurcation characteristics. In 2014, Li et al. [64] solved the
dynamic differential equation with time-varying stiffness,
transfer error, damping and backlash by Gill numerical
method, and explored the influence of excitation frequency,
damping and backlash on the periodic response of gear
vibration mechanics. Based on the vibration mechanics model
of planetary gear system. In 2015, Sheng [65] et al.
considered the influence of backlash, stiffness and damping,
and analyzed the influence of support stiffness, backlash and
eccentricity error on the vibration state of this kind of
transmission. Qin et al.[59], [60], [61], Chen et al. [66], [67],
Mutellip et al. [68], [69], Qiu et al. [49], [70] all considered
the influence of side clearance in the study of gear dynamics.
In 2017, Zhu et al. [71] established the dimensionless motion
differential equation of gear system based on Lagrange
equation, solved the equation and obtained the results of
non-linear dynamic response. The effects of excitation
frequency, damping coefficient and backlash on the
bifurcation and chaos characteristics of the system are
obtained by means of dynamic bifurcation diagram, time
history curve, phase trajectory and Poincaré diagram. In
2018, Xiang et al. [72] established a nonlinear torsion model
of a multi-stage gear transmission system consisting of
planetary gears with time-varying meshing stiffness,
comprehensive error and multi-clearance and two-stage
parallel gears. Nonlinear dynamic response is analyzed by
using the reference value of backlash bifurcation parameters.
Friction is also a non-linear factor. During the operation of
planetary gear transmission system, the magnitude and
direction of friction force between gear pairs change
periodically, forming an internal excitation, which is also an
important excitation source of gear vibration. Many scholars

have studied the gear dynamics model with friction force for
the common fixed-shaft gear transmission system. As early as
the late 1970s, Rao [73] explored the coupling characteristics
between friction coefficient and tooth side clearance, and
found that the change of tooth side clearance would affect
friction coefficient. Five factors related to friction coefficient
were analyzed. Based on the spur gear transmission system,
Azar and Crossley [74] constructed the motion differential
equation of this type of transmission, taking into account the
influence factors such as time-varying meshing stiffness,
tooth surface friction, gear tooth separation and gear
modification, and analyzed the influence of parameters. In
2003, Vaishya et al. [75] studied the variation trend of friction
under different working conditions of gear train, and
compared the influence of linear tooth surface friction
(time-varying and time-invariant) and friction on the vibration
period of gear transmission system. In 2010, Cheng and Lie
[76] based on the single-pair torsion model, solved the
dynamic characteristics of tooth surface friction, meshing
stiffness, tooth side clearance and other factors by using
variable step Runge-Kutta numerical method, and explored
the influence of friction on its dynamics. However, the
research on planetary gears with friction was relatively late,
and the related articles did not appear until 2010. In 2010, Zhu
et al. [17] established a translation-torsion coupling nonlinear
dynamic model of 2K-H planetary gear considering friction,
time-varying meshing stiffness, backlash and comprehensive
meshing error. The dynamic characteristics of the system
were obtained by numerical solution. In 2012, Zhang [77]
analyzed the meshing mechanism of single pair gear pairs,
studied the influence of friction excitation, error excitation
and slapping excitation on the non-linear vibration
characteristics of the system, and carried out experimental
verification. In 2015, Masoumi et al. [78] analyzed the
contact of planetary gear pairs based on finite element method
and obtained the time-varying meshing stiffness. Based on
this, a translation-torsion dynamic model considering friction
effect was established, and its solution results were compared
with the classical literature to verify the correctness and
reliability of the model. In the same year, Lu et al. [79]
established the vibration model of double helical gear
transmission, and explored the influence of friction effect on
the vibration behavior of the transmission system. The results
show that the inclusion of tooth surface friction can
effectively suppress the chaotic state of the periodic response
of the system and make the dynamic response of the system in
quasi-periodic state. In 2015, Wang [80] studied the dynamic
characteristics of the herringbone planetary gear transmission
system with and without tooth surface friction. By comparing
the periodic vibration responses of the system with and
without tooth surface friction, the influence of tooth surface
friction on the steady-state periodic response of the system
was studied. The influence of tooth surface friction on the
bifurcation and chaotic characteristics of the system was
analyzed. In 2016, Chen et al. [65], aiming at the wind power
planetary gear transmission system, according to the meshing
characteristics of gears, systematically analyzed and deduced
the friction arm of each meshing tooth surface when the sun
gear, planetary gear, inner gear ring, planetary gear single and
double
teeth
meshed.
Based
on
the
mixed
elastohydrodynamic lubrication model, the friction between
the
meshing
surfaces
was
analyzed.
A
multi-degree-of-freedom
lumped-parameter
nonlinear
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dynamic model of translation-torsion coupling is established,
which includes mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication
friction, time-varying meshing stiffness, transmission error
and backlash. The numerical results show that as an internal
parameter excitation, friction increases the vibration of the
system along the meshing line; compared with boundary
lubrication, hybrid elastohydrodynamic lubrication can
reduce the vibration of the system. Experiments show that the
model can predict the non-linear dynamic characteristics of
wind power planetary gears very well. In 2017, Chen et al.
[81] established a coupled torsional dynamic model for the
second-stage planetary gearbox, taking into account the
factors of tooth surface friction, time-varying stiffness and
inter-stage coupling. The vibration responses under different
friction coefficients are solved. The analysis results show that
the friction force on the tooth surface has an impact on the
accuracy of the dynamic model, which lays a foundation for
the fine dynamic modeling and structural optimization of the
multi-stage planetary gear transmission system. In the same
year, Chen [82] based on the multi-stage planetary gear
transmission system, considered the calculation method of the
friction force and friction coefficient of the tooth surface,
which laid the foundation for the fine dynamic modeling and
structural optimization of the multi-stage planetary gear
transmission system. In 2017, TU and Yuan [83] aimed at the
large error in the transmission process of wind power helical
planetary gear train, considered the influence of multiple
clearances and frictions on gear meshing, and used the
explicit algorithm to solve the impact stress of solar gear in
the planetary gear system under different loads.
The fault of planetary gear is also a non-linear factor. Many
scholars have studied the dynamic model of gear with faults in
common fixed-axis gear transmission system. In 1996, Choy
et al. [84] simulated the pitting corrosion and wear of tooth
surface through experiments. In 2001, Badaoui et al.[85]
created a fault gear model with partial flaking of gear teeth,
and used Cepstrum to judge the fault of gear . In the same
year, Bartelmus [86] studied gearbox fault diagnosis by
establishing mathematical model and computer simulation
technology . Litak and Friswell [87] studied the influence of
tooth profile defects on gear meshing stiffness in 2005. Wu et
al. [88] established a lumped parameter model of a pair of
gears in 2008, and used the model to analyze the effect of root
cracks on the dynamic response of gear system. In 2009,
Chaari et al. [89] established a finite element model, and
obtained a more accurate mathematical model of spur gears
with crack faults. In 2012, Omar et al. [90] obtained the
influence of root crack on the dynamic response of gear
through the experimental study of root crack. However, the
current research on planetary gears with faults is relatively
rare and relatively late, until about 2012, the relevant articles
were seen. From 2012 to 2013, Gu and Velex [46], [47]
studied the influence of eccentric fault of planetary gears on
the dynamic response of the system. The results show that the
planetary gear is more sensitive to eccentricity than the
general fixed-axis gear transmission system. For planetary
gear trains with dynamic loads, more complex modulation
side-band responses will result.. In 2013, Feng et al. [91], [92]
established vibration signal models of planetary gearbox in
normal state, distributed fault state and partial fault state.
Through experiments, the frequency domain characteristics of
planetary gearbox in normal state, distributed fault state and
local fault state are obtained. Many gear faults can be

attributed to meshing stiffness faults. In 2014, Litak [93]
studied the dynamic characteristics of gear transmission
system when meshing stiffness faults existed. For planetary
gear system, Liang and Zuo [94] deduced the time-varying
meshing stiffness of the system under crack failure. Chen and
Shao [95]studied the dynamic response of planetary gear
transmission system with root cracks in inner gear ring .The
fault response characteristics of planetary gears with root
cracks in flexible inner ring are analyzed [96 Chen Z, Zhu Z,
Shao Y]. In 2015, Ma et al. [97] systematically summarized
and summarized the research progress of the dynamics of gear
transmission system with cracks . In 2015, Chen [98] using
three-dimensional modeling software Pro/E established
planetary gear tooth broke, pitting corrosion and crack fault
model, and then by dynamic simulation software for the
platform, the different gear in planetary gear train of
multi-body dynamics simulation on different fault, the fault
model simulation of meshing force characteristics compared
with theory analysis, illustrate the use of virtual prototype
technology of fault simulation, the feasibility of gear
transmission system. In 2016, Lei et al. [99] considered the
effect of time-varying vibration transmission path on
vibration response, established the corresponding dynamic
model, solved the dynamic response of planetary gear train
under normal, crack and spalling conditions, and analyzed
their spectrum characteristics. By comparing and analyzing
the test signal with the model response signal, the accuracy of
the dynamic model is verified. In the same year, Gui et al.
[100] built a dynamic model with various manufacturing
errors. In the model, the influence of faults on the
time-varying meshing stiffness and transmission errors was
considered after the occurrence of crack faults. The envelope
spectrum structure characteristics of planetary gear, solar gear
and gear ring faults and normal gear system were compared
by simulation, and the characteristic frequency of faults was
summarized. Gao [101] used the energy method to calculate
the meshing stiffness of gears in 2016. Combining with the
characteristics of typical damage of gears, the effects of root
cracks, tooth missing and pitting damage on the time-varying
meshing stiffness of gears were analyzed and studied. In
2017, Li [102] established a fault planetary gear train
dynamic model considering the damage degree of key
components, and analyzed its vibration characteristics under
damage excitation accurately. On this basis, the mechanism of
generation and evolution of planetary gear train faults was
revealed, which can provide effective support for early fault
diagnosis of planetary gear box, and has important theoretical
significance and engineering value. In 2018, Shi et al. [103]
established the dynamic model of planetary gear train, taking
into account the time-varying effect of vibration transmission
path on vibration signal during operation; deduced the
expression of meshing stiffness variation under planetary gear
fault, and introduced fault factors to obtain meshing stiffness
under different fault degrees; solved the dynamic model of
planetary gear train by Runge-Kutta method with variable
step size. The spectrum characteristics of the system response
are obtained when the planetary gear has cracks and broken
teeth respectively.
IV. SUMMARY AND PROSPECT
In this paper, the research status of dynamics of planetary
gear transmission system is expounded, and the research
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status of dynamics model and system dynamics characteristics
of planetary gear system are expounded respectively. The
dynamic models are described from three aspects: pure
torsion dynamic model, translation-torsion coupled dynamic
model and translation-torsion-axial coupled dynamic model.
The study of dynamic characteristics is described from three
aspects: inherent characteristics, load sharing characteristics
and dynamic response characteristics. In the description of
dynamic response characteristics, three non-linear factors,
clearance, friction and fault, are elaborated respectively.
There is still much work to be done to study the dynamics
of planetary gears.
(1)The establishment and solution of the complex dynamic
model of translation-torsion-axial coupling should become a
problem to be discussed. In practical application, the axial
vibration of planetary gear transmission system will also
occur, so the axial vibration should be minimized.
(2)There are many non-linear factors in the process of
planetary gear transmission. In addition to the three
mentioned in this paper, there are also factors such as
eccentric mass of gears and different lubrication modes
between gears. The influence of non-linear factors on the
dynamics of planetary gears can still be used as the future
research direction.
(3) In the existing research, the fixed-axle gear is the main
research object, and the research on the dynamics of the
backlash of the planetary gear system is very little, and the
complete planetary gear box including gears, shafts, bearings
and so on is not taken as the analysis object.
(4) In the existing research, the research on the influence of
friction on planetary gears is not enough and abundant, so it is
still necessary to discuss the influence of friction on planetary
gears.
(5) In the existing research, the impact of fault on planetary
gears is not enough and abundant, so it is still necessary to
discuss the impact of fault on planetary gears.
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